A package of seven books which are the Seven days of the Week
A package of seven books which are the Seven days of the Week
1. Name of the book: Magan & Miimi

Name of the book: Magan & Miimi
Buugga Isniinta (Monday Book)
Author: Shiino Abdisalam
Number of pages: 27
Published in 2016
Subject: Children Books with Beautiful Illustrations
Price: Sek 135
2. Name of the book: Qoyskeyga (My Extended Family)

Name of the book: Qoyskeyga (My Extended Family)
Buugga Sabtida (Saturday Book)
Author: Shiino Abdisalam
Number of: 31
Published in 2016
Subject: Children Books with Beautiful Illustrations
Price: Sek 135
3. Name of the book: Waan Jecelahay Waxbarashada (I love The Education)

Name of the book: Waan Jecelahay Waxbarashada (I love Education)
Buugga Khamiista (Thursday Book)
Author: Shiino Abdisalam
Number of: 57
Published in 2016
Subject: Children Books with Beautiful Illustrations
Price: Sek 135
4. Anigu waan Jecelahay Rabbigay (I love My Lord)

Name of the book: Anigu waan Jecelahay Rabbigay
Buugga Jimcaha (Friday Book)
Author: Shiino Abdisalam
Number of: 49
Published in 2016
Subject: Children Books with Beautiful Illustrations
Price: Sek 135
5. Name of the book: Bile Wiilkii Baarriga Ahaa (The nice boy)
6. Name of the book: Shimbirkii Beenta sheegay (The Bird that told fake Story)

Name of the book: Shimbirkii Beenta sheegay (The Bird that told fake Story)
Buugga Axadda a(Sunday Book)
Author: Shiino Abdisalam
Number of: 23
Published in 2016
Subject: Children Books with Beautiful Illustrations
Price: Sek 145
7. Name of the book: Habboon

Name of the book: Habboon
Buugga Talaadad (Tuesday Book)
Author: Shiino Abdisalam
Number of: 27
Published in 2016
Subject: Children Books with Beautiful Illustrations
Price: Sek 135
A package of seven books which are the Seven days of the Week
Name of the book: Socdaalkii Baydan (Baydan’ Journey to Somalia)
Subject: Children Books (with Beautiful Illustrations)
Author: Mohamoud M. Dirios
ISBN: 9789185945825
Published in 2017 by Scansom Publishers
PRICE: Sek 179
Name of the book: Byadan Wild & Domestic Animals
Subject: Children Books (with Beautiful Illustrations)
Author: Mohamoud M. Dirios
ISBN: 9789185945825
Price: Sek 179
Published in 2017 by Scansom Publishers
3. Samad in the Desert This is the second in a row bilingual (English / Somali) book about the adventures of Samad. It is a very entertaining book for children of young ages accompanied with beautiful illustrations to go along with the storyline. The illustrator is an award winning artist. This book is a hardcover title. Author: Mohamed Umar Published in Sweden in 2017 Subject: Children Stories (With Beautiful Illustrations) ISBN : 978-91-85945-75-7 Price: Sek 175:-
1. Samad in the Forest This is a bilingual (English/Somali) book it is very entertaining book for children of young ages accompanied with beautiful illustrations to go along with the storyline. The illustrator is an award winning artist. This book is a hardcover title. 
Author: Mohamed Umar 
Published in Sweden in 2016 
Subject: Children Stories (With Beautiful Illustrations) 
Price; Sek 175:- 
ISBN : 978-91-85945-63-4
BAYDAN IYO BARASHADA AGABKA SOOMAALIYEE D
SOMALI ETHNOGRAPHIC FOR KIDS
Author: Dr. Mohamud M. Dirios
Bilingual Book English-Somali (With Beautiful Illustrations)
Subject: Children Stories (With Beautiful Illustrations)
Price; Sek 179:
TACABKA XILLIGA GU’GA –
THE HARVEST SEASON
Author: Dr. Mohamud M. Dirios
Bilingual Book English-Somali (With Beautiful Illustrations)
Subject: Children Stories (With Beautiful Illustrations)
Price; Sek 179: -
Name of the book: Wadajir baa awood leh  
Subject: (Children Folktale with Beautiful Illustrations)  
In "Wadajir baa awood leh" is part of the reading series ARDAA. A beautifully illustrated full-colour book for young readers. The story tells of a universal story, that we are stronger together and Somalis have a number of proverbs to signify this, loosely translated it is said that: One finger does not wash a face. Another proverb says; Two hands are needed to harvest. In the Horn of the African savannah begins this tale of three bulls and a lion. A story of friendship and long standing enemies. Will the bulls fall into the lion's trap or will they wizen to his plot. Read on and find out if they outwit their nemesis or whether divided their fate is sealed. The story "Wadajir baa awood leh" is retold by Author: Cabdiraxmaan Maxamed Abtidoon  
Published in 2018  
ISB 978-0957026964 |  
Price Sek: 169
Bertankii caanka ahaa (the famous competition)
This is one of the popular Somali folktales passed from generation to generation. The competition is between fox and a turtle. Any one of them who wins the competition will be rewarded a nice house. Turtle is known for his character as a slow going animal at the same a patient and persistent. Fox is known for to be a cunning predator. How dare you can compete with me while you are so slow, said fox. Fox slept under tree confident that no matter what slow turtle does, she will eventually win the race. The turtle kept going until she wake up when the turtle was about to reach the final destination. Finally he was awarded the nice house. The moral of the story is not to underestimate any body. The book has beautiful and colorful illustrations.
Author: Saynab A. J. Daahir
Published in London, 2015
Subject: Children book (With Beautiful Illustrations)
Price; Sek 175:-
ISBN: 978-0-9570269-3-3